LIGHT LEVEL, OCCUPANCY & MICROWAVE SENSORS
We are very proud to bring you another great product range in form of the long awaited Light
Level, Occupancy & Microwave Detection sensors.

LIGHT LEVEL & OCCUPANCY DETECTORS

The AX-OC-F18 range of occupancy
sensors are passive infra-red sensors for
monitoring occupation through body heat.
Detection of occupation will activate the
internal relay. There are switched live and
volt free output variants. The units include a
light level control which can be turned off if
required. There are 230Vac and 24Vac/dc
variants.

LIGHT LEVEL TRANSMITTERS

The AX-LL range of light level sensors are
designed to control artificial lighting, to
optimise light levels and to achieve energy
efficiency. The sensors utilise a light
dependant resistor to convert the ambient
light level to an analogue 0-10Vdc output to
be input to a B.M.S. or lighting system.

MICROWAVE OCCUPANCY DETECTORS
The MWS-1A-PRM microwave presence
detectors are designed to provide automatic
control of lighting, heating or ventilation
loads. Detecting movement using a highly
sensitive microwave detector. It works by
emitting low power microwave signals and
measuring the reflections as the signals
bounce of moving objects. Wall mounting
applications to give detection over long
distances. When movement is detected the
load is turned on. The unit is controlled and
programmed using handheld IR Handsets
We are always looking for more enhanced ways we can look after you, our valued
customers. With this in mind, we are always interested to know your feedback to the service,
expertise, customer care, knowledge and communication your receive from us, If you don't tell us
then we can't improve. Please feel free to E-MAIL us your feedback or message us through
the CUSTOMER LIVE PRICE PORTAL. You can also contact us through FACEBOOK and all
past mailshots are available there so you wont miss out on anything

The H&C Team.

